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As IT departments try to get the most bang for their buck, data center site selection has become increasingly important. This report on data center site selection discusses the advantages and disadvantages of several regions outside the U.S. for data center operations.

As recently as 10 years ago, data center managers didn’t worry much about the cost of running servers. But today people are paying close attention not only to the cost of running a server but also to the costs associated with the equipment to cool it, the UPS, application and hardware redundancy. Add in staffing costs, real estate, taxes, and suddenly the total cost of ownership for a data center is far more complex than it used to be.

Cheap power and cooling for data centers
At Princeton, N.J.-based Boyd Company Inc., John Boyd hyped Canada’s inexpensive and abundant hydroelectric power supply – it’s so inexpensive that Canada actually exports power to the U.S. -- as an ideal location for data centers. Additionally, cooler temperatures help minimize costs, enabling data centers to take advantage of air/water-side economizers.

Iceland would [be] impractical as the main or only data center from a client’s point of view.
Pablo Diantina, consultant, BroadGroup

Cheap power and a cold climate recently earned attention for Iceland as a potential data center hot spot. Iceland’s abundant geothermal power and hydroelectric power make the Nordic country ideal for powering and cooling backup data centers. Steve Wallage at the London-based data center consultancy BroadGroup, adds that Iceland’s eco-friendly power use also helps companies with customer-facing concerns, where businesses can tout their data centers as green-computing hubs.

But cheap and efficient power and cooling aren’t the only drivers in data center site selection. “Most data center customers prefer to be relatively close to the data center since they may need some regular access to equipment,” said BroadGroup consultant Pablo Diantina. “Hence, Iceland would [be] impractical as the main or only data center from a client’s point of view.”
Still, if access isn’t a concern, you should consider Siberia. Microsoft is considering plans to build a data center in the town of Irkutsk, one of the largest cities in the region. In “Microsoft plans data center in Siberia,” Rich Miller at Data Center Knowledge writes, “The average temperature in Irkutsk is below zero from December through early March, with constant snow cover for most of the winter. The data center could have connectivity from a TransTelecom fiber line, and have power capacity of 50 megawatts, according to Irkutsk region governor Andrei Gubov. The region was attractive to Microsoft due to its stable power supply.”

**Tax incentives and government subsidies**

Data center and facilities managers largely overlook the operational costs that come in the form of taxes and that should be counted into the total cost of ownership. At BroadGroup's Finance and Investment Forum: Investing in Data Centres, presenter Thordur Hilmarsson, who is also a managing director at the nonprofit Invest in Iceland Agency (IIA), said that Iceland ranks well among other industrialized nations in low corporate taxes.

According to Hilmarsson’s, though, Ireland may top Iceland in terms of low corporate taxes. Diantina concurred with Hilmarsson, saying that Ireland “has attracted a lot of technology companies . . . and also data centers for Google, Microsoft and Amazon” as a result of low corporate taxes. On the less favorable side of the scale are Canada, Italy, Germany, the U.S. and Japan, in order of desirability. Boyd also identified Ireland and Luxembourg as potentially favorable data center locations for tax reasons.

A recent BroadGroup report also cites the British Channel Islands of Jersey and Guernsey and Switzerland as “among the highest ranking for tax efficiency.”

Though real estate costs are generally regarded as negligible when considering total data center costs, it’s worth noting that large countries like Australia tout cheap land, and this commodity may play a bigger role in the future. According to Robert Rosen, the former president of IBM mainframe user group Share, as far as data center site selection in the U.S., “some companies are buying the land now, even though there aren’t immediate plans to build new data centers because they’re afraid they won’t be able to get it when they need it.” But because real estate costs are inexcusably tied to taxes and other operational costs, Diantina again cited Ireland and Luxembourg as places for cheap physical space.

**Data center disaster**

Generally speaking, said BroadGroup's Wallage, island locations, including Iceland, are particularly vulnerable to natural disasters. For this reason, Boyd cited Canada as relatively insulated from natural disaster and potentially preferable. The only real weather concern is the cold, which can be a boon in terms of cooling capacity.

The opposite is true for Australia, where the most threatening natural disaster comes in the form of heat waves that often lead to drought. On average, droughts occur 3 out of every 10 years, according to Spinney Press' Issues in Society publication on natural disasters. This may add to data center cooling costs, but such droughts are unlikely to cause the kind of serious physical infrastructure problems that an event like a hurricane or flood would.

Regardless of the continent in which data centers are located, disaster recovery (DR) and business continuity best practices are essential. “Ideally, a [disaster recovery] site is located sufficiently far away as to be unaffected by the disaster event while at the same time being close enough so that tests can be conducted economically and to allow operations (and the necessary stuff) to transition to the site in a timely fashion,” Burton Group senior analyst Eric Maiwald wrote in an email.

Maiwald added that large organizations that can spread out stand to benefit from the advantage of having data centers located offshore. “For the large enterprise that already has facilities and staff around the world, using an existing data center as a DR site for other data centers makes a lot of sense,” he said. “The enterprise will have staff at the alternative site, and the movement of staff will be kept to a minimum.” At the same time, Maiwald warns against extensive sprawl, which may require moving staff and can wear resources thin.

**Data center staffing and cultural climate**

Cultural and staffing issues are a major factor for U.S. and European companies
working with offshore data centers. According to Boyd, many European companies have an affinity for Canada because it shares cultural similarities, such as strong socialist policies.

American companies, until the U.S. dollar's decline against the Canadian dollar, also favored Canada's data center capabilities, largely because of the shared time zones and language. Canada also has a strong history of large-scale technology deployments, a result of numerous call centers established in provinces like New Brunswick and Alberta. Boyd suggested that the telco industry's substantial presence in the region provides a suitable technology labor pool and infrastructure, creating a logical transition to a data center environment.

Hilmarsson's case for Icelandic data centers includes a rising young and well-educated workforce, political stability and political integrity. According to Hilmarsson's data, Iceland surpasses India and the U.S. on these points. According to BroadGoup's Wallage quoting Nasscom, the Indian software association, "Indian companies will handle 30% of U.S. banking transactions by 2010," suggesting that at least some banking transaction processing models are seemingly well suited to India's data center infrastructure industry.

Regulatory compliance and offshoring data centers
While there are advantages to an international data center, some companies can't offshore some data because of regulatory compliance requirements.

According to Richard Jones, DCS VP and service director at Burton Group, "In some instances, it may be illegal for certain data to reside outside the companies' home country, which would prevent those services from being offshored."

Maiwold agreed, adding that "there may be regulatory or legal constraints on data such as financial or health information in the U.S." and that "there are significant privacy laws in many EU countries so that certain data on employees or customers should not be transferred out of the country of origin."

Let us know what you think about the story; email Adam Trujillo, Associate Editor.